CROSSING THE BORDER
TO ALASKA TIME
S.P.E.

Through the swale of hip to breast side-slipped into silhouette

in the Alaskan bright light of night
overlooking the old Ft. Seward Parade ground just up the hill
from the guard house and across from the gringo totem carvers
(I didn’t stay long enough to learn who we as northbound gringos
were protecting the vastness of Alaska from
-the purser of Kennicott likes to say to Texans:
If Alaska was cut in two
Texas would be the Union’s third largest state -)
There brighter than my dreams I saw the thought forms
of the diaspora of America’s lower forty-eight itinerants
outward bound on Alaska’s maritime highway:
Free thinkers, sojourners, three-strike-and-outers
even some high desert distant cousins of Yu-Pik and Inuit people,
all riding together on the Trailways of the sea,
the Inland Passage Alaskan ferries, navigating breathlessly the narrow gorges
(‘Narrows’ only to them)
It’s the Alaskan Maritime Highway, that’s all.
And sea exposed and current prone crossings
with pilotage inherited seamlessly from Arabs, Russians, Chinese
Greek, Africans, Polynesian and Alaska’s own indigenous pioneers
and don’t forget the lower forty-eighter entrepreneurs
intrepid for high dollar return in our own raked masted slave traders.
All still watched over by eagle totems motionless a-baft and a-beam
in pre-launch meditations (the carvers only dreaming that stillness).
Though the local museums of populated spaces
-the crown let the Russians sell off Canada’s hope
including the handle — even school rivalries are a half day apart by boat
and since the Sixties, each ship is able to power a village in distress.
But the Haines Museum, not far from the church
celebrating its 150th year of mission to the world
but mitigated by window altar to the sea
and trailhead for John Muir in his Alaskan days
-still the museum openly narrates the obdurate refusal
of the Sofia’s captain to accept rescue of his mortally grounded vessel
(maybe his name was Bush)
with the overnight disappearance of all 383 passengers.
(A few more ticketed than on the Kenicott on which we sailed)
‘Take me, take me, I don’t want to stay’
I know the bartender and a steward I would trust my life boat to
but one of the mates I’m not so sure.
So the Sofia’s captain,
anticipating that of the Valdez’s disclaimer thought he’d see things through
on a high tide
---

The Kennicott’s 13 knot voyage amid the gravel bars of America’s past
is marked by the buoys of place whose boys are still eager to learn
what their fathers know
‘Isn’t it the blacksmith at his crucible who makes things we don’t need anymore?’
But when the purser says ‘Welcome to Alaska – Freedom spoken here’
you know that she knows the enduring deck passengers
—failed in the Homeland Security states
‘unauthorized presence constitutes a breach of security’ –
will deregulate the rule about ‘no sleeping in the lounge.’
No CHP idling at every blind spot as on California’s no longer free-ways
and when in the bar with a South Carolinian lawyer
moonlighting as a blue grass mandolin picker
who said he’d been Bushwhacked once but not again,
and I mentioned in too loud a voice that a third of the passengers were armed
there was a resulting cascade of clunks of knives of my fellow passengers
dropped on the bar, but not mine!
It seems though much of the free floating anger,
American anger stays behind
not needed there, left at the border
And any residue can be packed back out by the cruise ships
or laundered in the jewelry stores bounded by Alaskan native trinket stores
owned by people gone by winter – certainly like me –
though the mushers say return to record the Yukon Quest
and live an interior life and surprise yourself with who you are
-70 degrees below, I don’t think so!And on a day darkened night if your sweetheart
secularly in her sleep bound depth pushes you away
as she did me
as Service said amid the doggerel of his Yukon days
‘Just grin’
and let her call your bluff
– What the heck if you fake it, maybe she’ll let you hang around
and find your way back into her glances
Don’t wait for the tide to float you free from the shipwreck of our mortality
Who knows but the whaler captain’s wife then is you this lifetime
enhancing the power of your beloved.

Actually take all that oomph in the service of ‘ouch’
and honor the Alaskan night and find the interior glow even faintly in the mirror of self
Why in Destruction Bay on the Alcan Highway you might run into your twin
also practicing ‘Easy does it’
(Frank said do it that way every time)
who will carve you a spruce burl bowl from the black spruce forest
eeking out a living in the Muskeg above the permafrost.
Carved for your memories and he’ll look with clarity into your eyes
and remind you that the motto of the long road home is like your life
‘Nirvana through impact’
Maybe you’ll leave with a diamond willow cane to lighten your load
and find instead your twin with the same Old Testament name as yourself
now running a nice establishment at a reasonable rate
down the Copper River in Gakona.
And maybe you’ll find one roadside stop after another shut down
as the oil fields for which we sold this Democracy’s soul
cannot any longer keep North Country travelers on the road to that dream of a free place
and the cruise ships only take round trip travelers.
That’s what the guy walking down the road maybe on the Tok cut off
in his red life jacket was perhaps saying with his wave
as he searched for what he apparently lost on what was signed ‘soft shoulder’.
But by then I was longing for a raven presence
Particularly on a cane,
or a carved Caribou antler handle of one on a knife
for a high desert Washoe friend
Instead every mile on a snag posed a guardian eagle
peering into the not-so-hidden hollows of his extended space
not so unlike the border guard (Homeland Security) as we left the Yukon
for return to Alaska of the states.
He knew to search probably unnecessarily
for any weakness from the very center of his brain
(Dick taught them to do this after he shot his friend in the face
for the crime of being there)
—though Jacob did say he’d been to a place called Pineal
witnessed what was before ‘The Big Bang’ and had lived—
But I returned his gaze with grace of perhaps the very place that
Rumi knew the friend and where that intoxication of existence persists
---

Perhaps what the masks do is allow you to leave stuff behind

-take off the mask of anger and leave it
take off the mask of grief and leave it
take off the mask of not good enough and leave it
take off the mask of stupidity and hate
And just leave it
take off the mask of got to get along and be different
Anna from the Yu-Pik point of view doesn’t agree with this
She feels that the problem with modern people is that they
are unable to take their masks off.
For instance she says
parents get angry with their kids and forget to tell them they are no longer so
but my friend Tom believes the reverse
-that with the collective unconsciousness
the mask of a person
even in the rough sketch of a little rubber figure with these acupuncture points painted on
can be a substitute for the heartbeat itself.
In this land of the totemic figure I spat up blood as I walked down the road
to the Eagle Nest motel to rent a wreck for the Denali Highway’s gravel
so I called Tom, not knowing the neighborhood shaman who believed,
as did Marilyn, who mostly believes in Tom
that all I had was walking pneumonia.
So of course I’d spit up blood.
He’d tap on some acupuncture points and move some energy from my heart,
with the help of collective thousands
I admit I asked some others to visualize and conjure
but stayed with the mind
though Tom said I should concentrate on several acupuncture points
whose numbers I forgot in two hours.
In two hours, dropped points notwithstanding
I could feel the dead weight of non-breath lift
Perhaps I hadn’t noticed I had the slows because my Washoe brothers
have me breathing light in search of the Northwest Passage of my soul.
Hopefully not finding my just dessert to be that of Captain Cook in the fiftieth state
---

When we were almost to the Nebesna Road and drove past ‘Private Property’
‘Do not enter’ signs to the shack proclaiming ‘espresso – open’
the proprietor leaned out of the drive up window and said
-I guess thinking our rent-a-car’s Alaskan plates meant we were localsthat Mimi, I think her daughter-in-law was off to a wedding in her family village
and that she who was leaning was ‘standing in’ and looking down at us
from the usual 4-wheel drive height and said
-with absolute absence of preamblethat her grandmother had said
‘Find a white man with a job and he’ll take care of you’
And she had
And he had
I asked if she had soy milk and she said she did
(Though three days later she didn’t and apparently never had)
I asked her if she had obeyed her grandmother
and she said she had
‘So?’
‘He took good care of me for forty years and we had three great kids together’
I asked for a huge mocha
Well, you know, I’m just filling in but I’ll be I could do that’
I figured I could only be there if the spell allowed
So I asked – ‘Was he a little rough?’
‘He never laid a hand on me’
The kids? I asked
‘He was good enough’
Well, then?
‘One day he called me a dirty Indian and I showed him the door
I guess he was jealous of my big family’
Art did say to me that sometimes at his house in Anchorage
There were more Yu-Pik speakers than native English speakers
She spoke on – ‘My life’s great now
I have a surveyor for a sweetheart who’s gone for weeks at a time
In the fishbowl of life I know how to bait and how to catch’
In the continent’s cleanest city Victoria,
in the continent’s oldest and smallest Chinatown the Fan Tan has the cleanest fish tank
And the arctic fox late on a sun ridden night proved to the hare
—No rabbits in Alaska— as told we newcomers
especially no bunnies—
beside the road as he gobbled him or her down oblivious to the voyeuristic gazes
of we part-time road warriors
For myself I had to return to the Alaskan Marine Highway ticket office
for this trip to be full-circle and find the agent who had taped to his booth face
the yellowed newsprint of Capt. Hugh Thompson
who at the time of the photo had not yet aimed his helicopter’s machine guns
at brothers gone astray this year honored in Vietnam as the 40th anniversary
of the Massacre of My Lai
as repeated in the
newly yellowed Anchorage Daily

